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ABSTRACT 

In this paper I aim to describe the field social design 

in music communities on the internet, through the 

aspect of social media. The service highlighted in 

this paper is NRK’s Urørt. It is a result of the 

findings from the research prior to, and under the 

redesign of NRK Urørt. 
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BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF URØRT 

Urørt is one of many products in the portfolio of NRK -the 

Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation. Urørt (-translating into 
untouched ) is according to their own web-site; “a demo 

competition and a place where Norwegian bands can 
upload, store, promote and distribute their music. A website 

where you can download the music, all for free and in order 
to bring young "untouched" bands to the public.” 
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Urørt picks out the best of the uploads to be played on 

radio. Within the demo competition there is "this weeks 
Urørt / Untouched, the untouched of the month, and 

untouched of the year. The winner gets chosen by the 

audience and a jury consisting of music journalists. The 
winning band or artist get 25.000 NOK. (about 4.370 USD.) 

and playing time at Norwegian music festivals such as 
by:Larm and Norwegian Wood, not to mention the hype that 

follows being “the next big thing”.  
Artists winning the recent years has been  2002: Ugress  

2003: Sissy Wish  2004: Side Brok  2005: Anja  2006: 
Heroes and Zeros  2007: Ida Maria  and  2008: Matias 

Tellez. 
Other Artists/Bands that have managed to get up and about 

because of Urørt are Unknown Joe, Cranleigh, Label, 
Elektrofant, Jef, Tungklovn, Freakshow, Anci, x.lover, 

Superfamily, Mayflies, Rigmor, Fabio Matador, MUA&Shaun 
Bartlett, Popgun, Keem & Roma, The Beautiful People, 

superJupiter  Marble Arch, Bercedes Menz, Palisades, 
Noelle, Cam'n A-lee feat. Chicosepoy, Suzuka, Animal 

Alpha, BNC, Ensenada Strawberry Sadness, Bellman, The 
Fernets, Monomen, DonkeyBoy, Desperado, Caddy, 

Orangebox, Herreløse The Royalties, X-Queen of the 
Astronauts, Nina Nielsen, Karatkorn, Sirka Ragnar, FORK!, 

Rektor, The Fuel, The School Katzenjammer, Soul Theory & 
Keem One, Dobbelmono, Dylan Mondegreen, Simon Says 

No, Magnus Sinnes, Howl, The Work, Pirate Love. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

NRK Urørt has established itself with a vision to be the 
launching platform for Norwegian bands / artists who want 

to get discovered, but has resent years faced immense 
competition from web-based social networks, such as 

MySpac.  

However, there are a lot of pit-falls: in being an open 

platform welcoming creative young musicians, they attract 

many who want to be famous but are highly unlikely to ever 
succeed, and who contribute to a perceiving Urørt as 

cluttered and hard to navigate.  

 

Still in the aim of finding interesting music on Urørt, there 
are some tools to help: 

UKAS URØRT / this weeks untouched. Handpicked by 
musicians and music journalists in NRK P3, where Urørt has 

its own radio show, The band / artist gets play time on the 
radio and gets featured on the front-page of the web-

service, giving them high exposure and invaluable PR.  

There is also the possibility to browse in the archive of 

songs making it to the ukas Urørt / untouched of the week. 

MIXTAPES, composed by bands or other members of the 
Urørt community, fronting music from bands on Urørt that 

they want others to know about. The mixtape collections 
bases itself on that if you happen to have similar taste in 
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music as that person, you might enjoy peeking into his 

favourite collection. -A function that carries some 
recemblence to Amazones long-tail marketing of books.  

LISTS, such as “the most listened to” and “the most 

downloaded” gives the ability to filter out by preferred 
genres and to browse back in time by week, month or year, 

viewing the most popular of the untouched, and to some 
extent functioning as a reassurance or mark of quality. 

HITS : FILTERING AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

As Chris Anderson, the author of The Long Tail puts it;         

“For the entertainment industry itself, 

recommendations are a remarkably efficient form of 

marketing, allowing  less-mainstream music to find an 

audience. For consumers, the improved signal-to-noise 

ratio that comes from following a good 

recommendation encourages exploration and can 

reawaken a passion for music and film, potentially 

creating a far larger entertainment market overall. 

…And the cultural benefit of all of this is much more 

diversity, reversing the blanding effects of a century of 

distribution scarcity and ending the tyranny of the hit.1 

Given a state of much information or content, and in some 

cases too much of it, filtering out what is uninteresting to you 
(i.e. junk) becomes more and more important. As the point 
                                                   

1 
http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/12.10/tail.html?pg=5&to
pic=tail&topic_set 

of Urørt is to discover and hype new, untouched music, a 

hit-list may come across as a contradiction in itself, but to 
filter out what is in general likeable and having potential, it 

helps to see what other people have found interesting 

before you; releaving you from the burdon of having to 
process everything to find your future favorites.  

I personally believe the needed ease of findability within an 
interesting area or genre can benefit greatly from the social 

aspects of what is largely known as web2.0 . If other people 
like it, you might to, and if these other people have a history 

of liking the same type of music as you, chances are that 
their new discoveries might suit you just as well. 

The qualitative sorted music / the potential hits, makes it 

easy to find people who seem to spend much time at Urørt 
and have a similar taste in music as one does oneself, 

enabling browsing for content by going through peoples mix-
tapes is pretty easy, but the feature also leaves a feeling of 

behaving like a stalker and someone who just copies others.  

 

THE USABILITY OF SOCIAL MEDIAS                               

As a critique to web-based social networks, Jacob Nielsen, 
one of the best known usability-experts, states on his 

website that “…communities, and user-generated content 
often add more complexity than they're worth. They also 

divert design resources and prove (once again) that what's 
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hyped is rarely what's most profitable.”2 “In most online 

communities, 90% of users are lurkers who never 
contribute, 9% of users contribute a little, and 1% of users 

account for almost all the action.” 3 Within Urørt there is a 

clear divide between those on the social side, and those 
using the service merely as an extern hard disc to store their 

songs. However in Urørt this does not add up to a problem. 
In fact the ones contributing the most, making sure their 

music gets listened to and promoting their music in a 
notable way are more likely to get picked up, and in my 

personal opinion deserve it, even if their music might be, in 
a nice word, bland.   

DESIGN CRITERIA AND METHODES 

You cannot have usability without function, where as 
function without usability creates a poor experience. These 

concepts are as closely linked as two sides of a coin, and 

have similarities to a model Patrick W. Jordan presents in 
his book “Designing Pleasurable Products: An Introduction 

to the New Human Factors.”: 

1. LEVEL FUNCTIONALITY  "Clearly a product or service 

will be useless if it does not contain appropriate 

                                                   
2 http://www.useit.com/alertbox/web-2.html Thursday 15. 10. 

2008 
3 http://www.useit.com/alertbox/participation_inequality.html 

Thursday 15. 10. 2008 

 

functionality: a product cannot be usable if it does not 

contain the functions necessary to perform the task for 
which it is intended. If a product does not have the right 

functionality this will cause dissatisfaction. In order to be 

able to fulfill peoples needs on this level, those involved in 
product creation -including and indeed especially the human 

factors specialist- must have an understanding of what the 
product will be used for and the context and environment in 

which it will be used.” 

2. LEVEL USABILITY  “Once people had become used to 

having appropriate functionality, they then wanted products 
that were easy to use. As discussed, this more or less 

represents the situation at the moment in many product 
areas: people are used to products that function well, but 

now they also expect usability. Having appropriate 
functionality is a prerequisite of usability, but does not 

guarantee usability.” 

3. LEVEL PLEASSURE  “Having become used to usable 
products, it seems inevitable that people will soon want 

something more: products that offers something extra; 
products that are not merely tools, but "living objects" that 

people can relate to; products that bring not only functional 
benefits, but also emotional ones. This is the new challenge 

for human factors.”4  The model is based upon a perspective 

                                                   
4 Jordan, Patrick W. Designing Pleasurable Products: An 
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of human factors in industrial design , I personally believe  

however, it can be applied to nearly all products and 
services concerning people, prompting a thorough 

evaluation of what goes beyond fashion and focuses on a 

holistic product development. 

FOCUS GROUPS / USER RESEARCH 

My mission for the Urørt redesign was to strike the core of 

what musicians and fans could have the most pleasure 
using. The process of finding this task was heavily colored 

by the different experiences of users of Urørt as well as 
other musicians, focusing on their relations to letting people 

hear their music. Several (five out of seven) in these 
sessions informed that the most fulfilling and enjoyable 

experience was simply to see that people actually liked their 
music. It could be comments on the web page or number of 

downloads, but the most fun was to play live and actually 

“see and feel” the fans. In addition to this , the redesign also 
emphase on the Urørt users who mainly chose to discover 

and download new music. 

In bringing Urørt back to a simple launching platform for 

bands and artists, I found that the relationship between 
bands /artists and fans is what drives the scene of 

untouched music; The feeling of being acknowledged for 
                                                                                     
Introduction to the New Human Factors. 2000 Taylor & 
Francis Inc. ISBN 0-748-40844-4 p.5-6 

your art, on the musicians side and the feeling of 

discovering and nursing something unique  on the fan side. 
Because Urørt is in the position of having young audiences 

and content providers, who grew up with technology that 

accept social applications and services as a bigger part of 
their lives. I strongly believe Urørt as a social networks is in 

a fortunate marketing-position as a tool of the young internet 
users, that  further has the opportunity to promote their 

popularity, dragging in even more people, focusing on 
connectivity through personal meaning and emotional 

context. The research of user-wants compared to the 
original vision of Urørt revealed a possibility to further 

explore the relationship between bands / artists and fans, 
which resulted in a event calender, as an un-intrucive 

marketing tool in the relation to concerts, by and fore the 
bands and artists on Urørt.  

BRAND STRATEGY 

For Urørt to survive and thrive in the challenging 
environment of todayʼs competition from web-based social 

services and music sites, there is a tremendous need to 
recognize, understand and embrace their users behavior. 

Harnessing the behavior patterns to the mutual benefit of 
Urørt and the musicians; the aim is not simply to create a 

competitive positioning for Urørt as a service, but to develop 
a strategy that is truly engaging. The aim of the 

Inside/Outside communication strategy for Urørt is to reach, 
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and to be a tool for the Urørt Content Creators. –The 

independent or undiscovered bands and artists, struggling 
to get recognition for their music. In order to reach the 

intended audience, the marketing tools are designed in 

collaboration with the users, to fit within their world of 
products and jargon. To reach a credible impact, the tools 

are based on a creative and pragmatic approach to exploit 
the vision of Urørt. The unique qualities that lie at the heart 

of Urørt builds the elements of recognition, the touch-points, 
and define the way we perceive the them; as someone who 

defines and launch young musicians up into the limelight.  

This is attempted reached by designing tools for guerilla 

marketing to be used by the content creators, the musicians. 
Developing the Urørt Story Platform based on the original 

objective of Uørt as a demo competition and a launching 
platform for the unestablished. 

 

EXPLORING THE LOCATIVE     

Young independent, undiscovered bands are Urørt. They 
are as content creators a tight tribe:  As it is important to be 

both seen and heard it is also important who sees and hears 
about your music. Who finds the clues to your content and 

what are they saying? Street Art, like stickers, has some 
opponents no-matter where you are. There will always be 

someone calling it  littering, but that is normally not the 

people indie-bands target, In some cases the more 

established people distance them selves from your products 
the more sure you can be youʼll reach those looking for the 

unestablished. The Urørt Mixtape stickers might be viewed 

as litter from some perspectives, but carry a meaning and a 
message that provides for social forms to unfold 

harmoniously, with a larger context of an interactive physical 
and intangible environment. Who you want to read the 

stickers / download the content dictates where you put 
them. In order for the stickers to not just be an other 

marketing gimmick,  

it is necessary that they function as a visual representation 

of Urørt and the musicians position, and overtime, becomes 
a promise of performance and quality. It is important that 

Urørts identity is instantly appealing, easily recognised by 
the rifht people and reflects the qualities and values of the 

users. 
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COLOR CODING AS NAVIGATION AND IDENTITY. 

 

The iPod Nano by Apple: Focusing on color as a big 

conveyer of emotions and identity in providing a 

more customized and personal product. 

 

The London Tube Map; Glanzable information , clearly 
divided  and identifiable by different colored lines. 

When searching or browsing for new music in the 

Urørt sites, the content comes across as all but 

glancable and easy to keep on top of, much due to 

the sheer amount of it. In order to enhance the 

ability to take in and process the information given 

in the event calender, The redesign made use of clear 

distinguishable colors to symbolize genres and increase the 
level of intuitiveness for the reader and identity for the 

content provider. According to Brad VanAuken, of he Blake 
Project: “Color is an important consideration in your brand 

identity system.  Colors have a significant impact on 
peopleʼs emotional state.” “They have a wide variety of 

specific mental associations. In fact, the effects are 
physiological, psychological, and sociological.”5 

The range of different colors needed to cover every genre 

existing today further narrowed the amount of genres and 
made room for more generalization  to get a clear overview 

first and than dig down. Identity wise this shows more of you 
as a sertain type of musician, or which type of fan you are, 

due to all the music you upload and download shows in your 

activity feed, giving you away as someone only downloading 
electronica or pop, as opposed to people into heavy metal 

or anything in general. -The latest resulting in all the colors 
of the rainbow visually exploding on your profile page. 

 

                                                   
5 

http://www.brandingstrategyinsider.com/2006/11/brand_ident
ity_.html 
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CREATIVE ABUSE 

A nice little side-effect of color coding by genre is the mere 
tendency of personal taste arguing against the suggested 

color representation of, as an example, Hip Hop being 

tagged with purple. By tagging the uploaded music as 
something else, due to preferences in color, you automaticly 

affect the perception of that music, as it might read as jazz 
with hip hop lyrics. This also means that your interpetation 

of what your own music is might open the eyes of what jazz 
or hip hop can be to someone else. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

The social aspect largely defining web 2.0, also called the 
“relationship web”, is greatly enabling humanizing 

connectivity through technology as it acts as an inclusive 

open platform or tool, for those who use it. As a peer-to-peer 
marketing technique; viral marketing encourages individuals 

to pass on a marketing message to others, creating the 
potential for exponential growth in the message's exposure 

and influence.    Social media has created a huge change in 
the way products and services are discussed and viewed, 

and how we as users wether it be content creators or 
consumers interact with the services.  As various networks 

have grown explosively the last years, it seems like nearly 
all young people are connected. Most of them to several 

networks at once in order to reach their potential audience. 
In the case of both Urørts, My:space and to an extent Face 

book, the line between band and artist and personal, is 

blurred into being indistinguishable as we use the same 
platforms for many tasks and create new “information peek-

holes” in the walls around us.  I believe it to be likely that as 
adaptive social media proliferates and becomes more 

accessible; the power of this medium is truly in its 
connectivity and extensibility, that will allow for one to be a 

part of a greater whole, regarding the feeling of belonging 
and loyalty towards brands such as Urørt. 
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